
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List D-15: Comparative and Superlative Adjectives

Spelling Words Review

strongest

silliest

  happier

  heavier

dirtier  

cleanest 

  higher 

  colder 

  youngest

  softer

  brighter

  loudest

  darker

  fastest

calmer

hungrier 

sleepiest

tougher 

windiest

smoother  

 

laughing

controlled

smiling

Challenge

scarier

friendliest  

For each of the spelling words below, tell whether it is a 
comparative adjective or superlative adjective. 

1.  t o u g h e r                           _________________________
                                         

2.  s l e e p i e s t                           _________________________

                                                       

3.  s i l l i e s t                                                                  _________________________

     
                    
4.  d i r t i e r                                                                      _________________________
                                
Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  capable of making the most noise                         _________________________

6.  weighing more                     _________________________

7.  having the most strength                                 _________________________

8.  having lived the shortest length of time            _________________________
                 

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    mrcela         ___________________      hint: more relaxed 

10.  salctnee      ___________________      hint: having the most spotless appearance
  

11.  lrocde          ___________________      hint: having a lower temperature 

12.  ruihgrne       ___________________      hint: having a bigger appetite    
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Name: _________________________________    List D-15: Comparative and Superlative Adjectives

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

happier higher softer brighter

smoother windiest fastest darker

13.  Ishmael couldn't be any   _______________________  than when he's out fishing with his dad.    

14.  The surface of the water in our swimming pool was a lot  _______________________  after

Henry and Eddie finished splashing around. 

15.  Airplanes fly at  _______________________  elevations than birds fly.    

16. When the sun came out from behind the clouds, the sky became  _______________________.  

 
17. Yesterday was the  _______________________  day of the year so far in Topeka, Kansas.   

18. The peregrine falcon is one of the   _______________________  animals on earth.

19. The fur of a kitten is  _______________________  than the spines of a hedgehog. 

20. The bedroom is  _______________________  when Katie forgets to turn on her nightlight. 
 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word is a facial expression?         __________________________

22. Which review word is a sound you make?          __________________________

23. Identify the review word that is in the past tense.                             __________________________
      

24. Identify the challenge word that is a superlative adjective.           __________________________

25. Which challenge word is a comparative adjective?                       __________________________
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ANSWER KEY
Spelling Words

List D-15: Comparative and Superlative Adjectives

Spelling Words Review

strongest

silliest

happier

heavier

dirtier

cleanest

higher

   colder 

   youngest

   softer

   brighter

   loudest

   darker

fastest

 calmer

hungrier

 sleepiest

tougher

 windiest

 smoother 

laughing

controlled

smiling

Challenge

scarier  

friendliest 

For each of the spelling words below, tell whether it is a 
comparative adjective or superlative adjective. 

1.  t o u g h e r                           comparative
                                         

2.  s l e e p i e s t                           superlative                                    

3.  s i l l i e s t  superlative                                 
          

                     
4.  d i r t i e r                                                                      comparative 
                                
Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  capable of making the most noise                         loudest

6.  weighing more                     heavier

7.  having the most strength                                 strongest

8.  having lived the shortest length of time            youngest
                 

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    mrcela         calmer       hint: more relaxed 

10.  salctnee      cleanest       hint: having the most spotless appearance
  

11.  lrocde          colder       hint: having a lower temperature 

12.  ruihgrne       hungrier       hint: having a bigger appetite    
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Name: _________________________________    List D-15: Comparative and Superlative Adjectives

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

happier higher softer brighter

smoother windiest fastest darker

13.  Ishmael couldn't be any  happier than when he's out fishing with his dad.        

14.  The surface of the water in our swimming pool was a lot smoother after

Henry and Eddie finished splashing around. 

15.  Airplanes fly at higher elevations than birds fly.    

16. When the sun came out from behind the clouds, the sky became brighter.  

 
17. Yesterday was the windiest day of the year so far in Topeka, Kansas.   

18. The peregrine falcon is one of the fastest animals on earth.

19. The fur of a kitten is softer than the spines of a hedgehog. 

20. The bedroom is darker when Katie forgets to turn on her nightlight. 
 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word is a facial expression?         smiling

22. Which review word is a sound you make?          laughing

23. Identify the review word that is in the past tense.                             controlled
      

24. Identify the challenge word that is a superlative adjective.           friendliest

25. Which challenge word is a comparative adjective?                       scarier

                                     LD
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